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Welcome
Hi all
With week 3 of uni now well upon us, I’m
sure you’re back into the swing of things and
focused on your studies. Remember if you
need help there are many places that offer
assistance including our tutorial sessions for
maths and statistics and accounting.
I hope all our new residents have settled into
their rooms and the community at IHD well
and are starting to feel at home.
Planning has begun for the IHD end of year
dinner on Thursday, September 24. It’s always
an exciting event to look forward to. This year
is particularly special as IHD will celebrate its
30th birthday on the same night!
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Additionally, I can’t wait to see what talents
residents are hiding up their sleeves. Be sure
to reveal them at IHD’s Got Talent this August!
Kind regards,
Dean Preddy
Manager
International House Darwin
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Residents enjoyed a dinner at Stokes Hill Wharf
during O’week.

IHD Reception

Resident Leaders:
Ph. 8946 6591

Office Hours:
9.00am - 5.00pm
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iWitness Resident Input:
If you would like to include anything in the next
issue of iWitness please email
bronte.hewett@cdu.edu.au
W: cdu.edu.au/ihd
FB: facebook.com/EventsIHD

Red minions aboard

By Kat, Enggar and Katie

Ten lucky student ambassadors were given the
opportunity to represent CDU on behalf of the Vice
Chancellor to attend a private tour of the Navy Ship
USS Fitzgerald on Wednesday, 22 July. Initially, the Vice
Chancellor, Prof. Simon Maddocks, received the invitation
to this event. However, due to his other obligations, he
was unable to attend and decided to send ten of his most
dedicated red minions instead.
Four IHD residents, Katie Hicks, Reagan Hughes, Kat
Dittmer, and Enggar Daranindra were part of the group.
The Navy Ship USS Fitzgerald arrived in Darwin on 20

July and will be staying in Darwin for a couple of weeks
for training purposes.
The private tour included visiting the helicopter landing
deck, which is also used as the place for social gathering,
as well as the area where the machineries are displayed.
The highlight of the tour was when the students got to go
to the pilot deck and sat on the captain’s seat overlooking
the harbour.
Engaar said it was an enjoyable experience to go aboard
a navy ship.
“The navy were really nice and took their time to show us
around,” she said.
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CISA conference
are facing in Australia
nationwide.
“Many interesting and
interactive discussions
happened throughout
the conference,” Enggar
said.
“I have noticed the
three main issues
IHD residents Dania
international students
Taverna and Enggar
are currently facing are
Daranindra had the
privilege of representing the expensive price of
student accommodation,
Charles Darwin
University at the Council employability (hard
for International Student to find jobs that are
related to their choice
Australia (CISA)
Conference in Melbourne of study), as well as the
discrimination that many
on 6 to 8 July.
international students
The theme of the
are facing on public
conference was
transport,” she said.
‘Celebrating
Achievements, Together After finding that these
issues are the main
Towards Tomorrow.’
Enggar said that, during issues nationwide,
Enggar said she found
their time attending this
herself lucky to live
3-day conference, they
in Darwin and study
participated in many
at Charles Darwin
useful workshops,
University.
met many inspiring
“I consider myself lucky
international students
that I am able to pay my
and gained a more
rent at CDU International
in-depth understanding
about issues the majority House Darwin from the
of international students wages that I receive
every week. I am truly

Two IHD
residents
visit the
‘big smoke’

Enggar and Dania at the
CISA conference in Melbourne.

New chairperson
The IHD yearbook committee
will be chaired by Vinodh in
semester 2. Make sure you
give Vinodh your full support
to ensure the yearbook can
reach its full potential of cap-
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turing everyone’s memories
from 2015. Email vishveshwaran1412@gmail.com with all
of your ideas and funny stories
so far, including the questions
for each Building. Like the new
Facebook page.

blessed that I found
a job that is related to
my field of study, and
truly grateful that I have
never experienced any
discrimination inside
public transportation,”
she said.
Over 200 delegates from
federal government,
education agencies and
student representative
bodies attended the
conference. It included
working on the strengths
of CISA as the national
peak representative
organisation for
international students in
Australia and drawing
out action plans to
bring greater change
and reform to the
international student
experience.
One of the highlights of
the conference is CISA’s
famous gala dinner: a
fun filled and entertaining
evening that provided
student representatives,
sponsors and VIPs
with an opportunity to
network.

“We welcome new
volunteers
for the
yearbook
committee,” Vinodh said.

facebook.com/momentsIHD2015.

Event review

By Kat

On nice and sunny Saturday morning, a handful
of IHD residents made their way to the East Point
Reserve to spend the day at Lake Alexander. Lake
Alexander is a 3.5 hectare lake and the heart of the
East Point Reserve. It is a safe spot for recreational
activities throughout the year, with its maximum depth
of 2.8 metres and a water quality similar to other
naturally occurring swimming areas. Upon arrival
the residents set up the picnic blankets and started

playing card games such as bluff or Uno. The current Red
Frogs Uno world champion Miki, was challenged by three
others and didn’t have an easy task to defend her title. After
playing cards the residents had a nap in the sun, explored
the area by going for a walk around the lake or went for a
swim. Shoaib was actually the only one brave enough to
jump into the chilly water. The residents used this half day
trip as the perfect opportunity to recharge their batteries for
the upcoming semester.

Crocodylus Park, orientation and games night.
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Your
chance to
release
baby turtles
It’s turtle breeding season again! If you spot tracks on the
beach, please inform Marine Wildwatch on 1800 453 941.
In the meantime, have you registered your name on the
Baby Turtle Release at Casuarina Coastal Reserve? Call
Northern Territory Parks and Wildlife on 89 994 555 to
book. Bookings are essential! Please note that the waiting list is quite long...so please be patient. The sooner
you book, the sooner your turn will come. It’s an amazing
experience and an opportunity not to be missed!

Photo Credit: Lisa Kime

Free movies
The Wings Of Johnny May

Museum and Art Gallery
of NT, Conacher Street,
Darwin
Tuesday, 1 September.
6 pm – 7.30 pm.
This feature documentary
shines a spotlight on
Johnny May, the first Inuit
bush pilot in Nunavik—and
a legend among his people.
During the 34,000 hours
of flight time he’s logged,
May has lived through
extraordinary adventures
and has had a unique view
of the transformation of the
Arctic from his perch in the
sky. He has watched as the
Inuit went from nomadic life
to a sedentary existence,
and as climate change has
melted the permafrost.
The Wings of Johnny May
is an airborne documentary

that highlights a unique
culture through the eyes of
an exceptional man.
Kinngait: Riding Light Into
The World
Museum and Art Gallery of NT,
Conacher Street, Darwin
Wednesday 2 September.
6 pm – 7 pm.
Set in the Canadian Arctic,
Kinngait: Riding Light Into
the World is an intimate,
first-hand account of how
the isolated Inuit community
of Cape Dorset became the
internationally celebrated art
capital of the North.
This is the story of the success
of Inuit artists who emerged
from the most unlikely
circumstances to capture the
imaginations of people around
the world.
Register online at
www.eventbrite.com.

xx

Meet your new Resident Leaders
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Free show at
the Ski Club
Darwin Ski Club is
fireworks show.
hosting an AustraliAdmission is free!
an Katy Perry
The Darwin Ski
and Pink
Club is
tribute
located near
show
Mindil Beach
this Satwith the
urday
public bus
night,
number 4
August 1.
stopping nearby
The imitation
on East Point road.
singers will take
www.darwinskiclub.com.au.
the stage at 8
pm, immediately
after a spectacular

Public transport

IHD Casuarina shuttle bus

CDU students are entitled to a concession fare
which is $1 for unlimited bus travel for three
hours on any scheduled public bus
service from the time validation.

To help you with your shopping, IHD runs a
FREE shuttle service to Casuarina Square
Shopping Centre every Friday during semester.

Residents wishing to access the Parap Market
(Saturday mornings), Nightcliff Market
(Sunday mornings), Rapid Creek Market
(Sunday mornings) or Mindil Market (Thursday
and Sunday nights in the dry season) may do
so using the number 4 public bus which
departs from the CDU campus and passes
each market. This bus service also continues
onto the Darwin city precinct.
Timetables for public buses may be found on
the NT Transport website:
W: transport.nt.gov.au/public/bus/darwin

The shuttle bus departs from IHD Reception.
The drop off/return pickup is from the same
point at your destination.
Details:
• IHD to and from Casuarina Square
• Every Friday night
• First bus leaves IHD @ 5.30pm
• Last bus leaves Casuarina @ 9pm.
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Kitchens

Parking permits

Please be aware that you are assigned a
kitchen and drawer. Your kitchen access is
valid only for the kitchen assigned to you.
To retrieve belongings from any kitchen
you mistakenly used and no longer have
access to, please see Reception or the
Resident Leader on duty to gain entry and
move your belongings. To find out which
kitchen and drawer you are assigned to,
please see IHD Reception!

Semester 2 parking permits are now
available from Reception. Come in during
office hours to receive the permit free of
charge which you will need to display in
your car to avoid parking fines.

Thank you.

Parking open again
Parking near the IHD Reception is now
opening again. It was closed for a short
time so the landscapers could remove and
plant new trees near the parking spaces.
Thank you for your patience.

NOTICES
Public Holiday

Smokers

There is another public holiday on
Monday, 3 August.

Attention Smokers
Please Note That The Following Are
Designated As Non-Smoking Areas:

How are all you Darwinites after the Royal
Darwin Show long weekend? Guess what,
you’ve got another one this weekend for
the Darwin Cup.
The IHD office will be closed but Resident
Leaders will be on duty for urgent matters.

• All Building Stairwells
• All Of Level 3, All Buildings
• All Of Level 2, All Buildings
• Within 2 Metres Of Any Level 1 Door Or
Window
The above complies with Northern
Territory legislation.

Have a safe long weekend.
Please adhere to the above and show
consideration for others when smoking.
Thank you
IHD Management
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Upcoming events
Volunteers
needed

Save the date : 24 September
• IHD end of year dinner
• 30th birthday theme
• Entertainment
• Dinner
• Black and white dress

This is an occasion for
residents and staff to come
together and enjoy a formal
evening of fun & socialising.

Semester 2 cricket tournament
IHD is looking for 4 teams of
8 players each. The captains
need to sign up to registerwww.surveymonkey.com/r/IHDcricket2.
Registration closes on Tuesday,
4 August at noon. For further
information please contact RL
and event organiser Yesh on
0405 056 867.
More info on the events page:
cdu.edu.au/ihd/events.

The pro
rugby and
soccer are
coming to
Darwin.
Check our
events
page!
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IHD
Photography
Competition
2015
Major prize:
Most
Outstanding
Photograph

Entries close
Sunday
13 September 2015

Awards in each
category:
Best

5pm

Free
Entry

photograph

Categories
Portraits
Photo
of an IHD
community
member

Lifestyle
Photo
of life at IHD

Scenery
Sun
Photo of a
Photo
of a Territory Territory location
sunrise or
sunset

Want to enter?

To enter a photograph in this competition, please send it as a jpeg attachment to
bronte.hewett@cdu.edu.au with the following information:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Photographers name
Date photograph taken
Category in which you wish to enter the photo
The title you give the photo
Photographic/Permissions talent release form
completed and attached to email (download form
on the IHD website or collect from IHD reception).

A limit of 2 entries per person per category will apply.
Entrants must have been a member of the 2015 IHD
community.
Winners will be announced at the IHD End of Year Dinner
where finalist entries will be on display.
A selection of the entries will be posted on the IHD
website, newsletter and Facebook page.

Pool party BBQ
Start of semester party makes a splash

Residents enjoyed themselves at the start of
semester pool party on Friday, 17 July. About
50 residents came, plus a few office staff, and
feasted on BBQ and pizza. A few brave people
went swimming. Thanks to the Resident
Leaders for decorating and helping out.

“
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Exploring by
bike
By Megane

A few residents enjoyed a nice
bike ride on Saturday, 25 July.
We went to Nightcliff Jetty,
riding and talking at the same
time. We had the first stop to
drink water on the way. We
enjoyed the cold breeze in the
morning even though the sun
was already really hot. We
stopped at a coffee caravan
to enjoy a juice with an ocean
view. Many people were
already up, enjoying a walk
with their dogs and families.
We talked about our lives with
each other. We took a couple
of pictures and then rode
our bikes again, to explore a bit further. After a
while, we started heading
back but we were really
slow, and it took a bit
longer on the way back.
We came back to IHD,
exhausted, and put the
bikes back in the shed.
Then wished everybody
a good day.
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Event reviews

A fun evening spent at the

beach BBQ

By MK
About 40 to 50 residents
walked down to the
beach out the back
of Building 17 on
Wednesday, 7 June,
and had a fun evening
hanging out with friends
and having a BBQ on
the beach. It was a
beautiful day with a
slight breeze in the air
and magnificent scenery
of Casuarina beach in
the background.
New and returning
residents met up and
were introduced to
each other. The idea
of the BBQ was an
informal opportunity for
all the residents to get
together and meet new
people and welcome

new residents to the
community. The new
comers got to know
that we have a beautiful
beach right at our
backyard and it’s just
a small walk from IHD.
The grills were set up
and dinner was soon
cooking.
The residents were
served lamb and beef

steak, sausages and
burgers along with
helpings of salad and
chips. The beef steak
was considered the
best and received many
compliments.
After dinner the
residents walked down
to the beach and
stated a game of beach

volleyball and football
to burn off the calories.
They all had fun playing
in the sand. A few went
for a walk along the
beach shoreline and
others stayed on the cliff
overlooking the beach
sat and relaxed, waiting
to see the perfect
sunset.

Residents abuzz
with footy fever
By Reuben
TIO stadium and Darwin
was abuzz with AFL
football coming to town
on Saturday, 4 July. The
annual contest was played
out between the West
Coast Eagles and the
Melbourne Demons as part
of the Travel NT campaign
raising awareness for
Top End tourism. Eleven
students from IHD attended
the fixture and for many
it was the first time they
had witnessed Australian
rules football. A mixture of
curiosity and excitement
was apparent.
The match saw premiership
heavyweights the West
Coast Eagles up against
a brave but understrength
Melbourne Demons. The
match was a tight contest
for much of the first half

with the Eagles taking the
slight upper hand at half
time with a 15-point margin.
The 3rd and 4th quarters
saw a dominant display by
the in-form Eagles to claim
a 54 point victory and stake
their claim as contenders.
The students were thrilled
to witness such a dynamic
sport and were impressed
by the pace and skill of the
game. A large crowd added
to the atmosphere with the
jeers and cheers capping
off what is truly a uniquely
Australian experience and
one many of the students
will take with them for many
years to come.
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Event review
The Beer Can Regatta provides residents with

a unique experience
By Roojan

On a beautiful Sunday
afternoon, a bus full
of IHD residents got
onboard to be part of a
famous Territorian festival;
Darwin’s iconic Beer Can
Regatta.
The regatta was first held
during the dry season of
1974 (the year cyclone
Tracy struck Darwin) and
the combined Lions Clubs
of Darwin have been
running the event every
year since 1978.
The regatta takes place at
our beloved Mindil BeachDarwin’s most visited
attraction. Moreover,
Mindil Beach has also
been a significant cultural
site for the Larrakia people
(traditional owners) of
Darwin and the name
‘Mindil’ is taken from the
Larrakia word ‘Min-deel’,
meaning sweet nut grass.
Interestingly, until the
1980s, the racing beer can
boats had outboard motors
on the backs. However,
the beer companies
changed their cans from
steel to aluminium; softer
aluminium cans crush
at 28 knots, making
them unsafe for the
race. These days the
regatta not only has boat
races but also variety
of other events which
are enjoyed in the Top
End. The events include
sandcastle competition,
tug-of-war, iron person
competition and a classic
Territorian thong-throwing
competition. We are talking
about the thong you wear
on your feet!
For most of us, it was our
first time and our heads
were turning in every
direction just to find out
what exactly was going
on. After a quick slop of
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sunscreen and gold coin
donation, we all started
exploring the beach. It was
full of people and boats of
different shapes and sizes
made out of cans. Some
of the boats were crafted
with ingenuity, equipped
with water cannons and
catapults with one aim- to
destroy other boats in the
competition. Then, the
Battle of Mindil (main event
in which the ultimate aim
is to destroy other boats
while in the water) started
and was followed by
presentations.
The can boat with a
pirate flag and water
cannon coasted on shore
claiming victory after an
entertaining battle on the
sea. Subsequently, after
standing in the blazing sun
for quite some time, none
of us were keen to stay
back for presentations so
we headed towards the
market to grab a feed.
Overall, it was a wonderful
Sunday afternoon spent by
the sea, enjoying a taste
of the carefree, relaxed
and creative lifestyle that
typifies Darwin.

Event review

Chinese cultural event
By Helen

The Chinese Culture event was held in the
multicultural room Saturday, 25 July. More
than 30 residents turned up to share this
extraordinary cultural experience.
Traditional Chinese writing and drawing
with Chinese brush were introduced to
IHD residents during the event. People
practiced and wrote their favorite Chinese
words, their Chinese name or draw
pictures on special papers.
Chinese paper cutting was another folk art
which expresses the skillfulness, emotion,
thoughts and creativities inherited from
ancient Chinese more than 3500 years
ago. Butterflies and some other easy
designs were demonstrated.
Someone who is familiar with Chinese
music must know “Liangzhu” which is
one of the most famous songs played by
traditional Chinese instrument Guzheng.
“Gaoshanliushui”, “Yuzhouchangwan” and
some other traditional songs were shared
at the same time.
As one of the major parts of Chinese
culture, Chinese food has been introduced
to all over the world. This part of culture
contains rich ingredients, methodologies,
flavors, meanings and even stories. Fried
stuffed bun, egg roll, beef pastry and
pumpkin pancake were prepared by a few
Chinese residents in hours and the tastes
won great compliments from all people in
the event.
Generally speaking, this was very good
opportunity for all residents in this event
to spend time together to learn about a
different culture and share understanding
with each other.
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Salsita Dance School
A call for young and
fresh undergraduates
at CDU! Join the Salsa
Beginners class for the
next 3 weeks for free.
(28 July, 4 & 11 Aug).

How does this work? Just
drop the school a line via
Facebook message or
email (salsitadarwin@
yahoo.com) and receive
the promotion code to

enrol online for free. You
can join them for one or
two weeks, or even all 3
weeks if you like.

Group fitness fun

Did you know there was
a gym at CDU? It’s close
to IHD and CDU students
receive a discount! There
are group fitness classes
such as Zumba, yoga
and Pilates plus circuit,
cardio, weights and low

impact sessions. Get
your group fitness fix
for just $10 a session
or become a member
for unlimited classes.
It’s open 6 am to 9 pm
weekdays and 8 am to 4
pm on weekends.

Down on
the farm
Alawa Primary school is
having a car boot sale on
Saturday, 22 August from
8am to 12pm. The theme
is ‘down at the farm’
and it will include tours
of the farm and feeding
the animals. In addition,
there will be a cake stall,

trash and treasure, car
boot sale, sausage sizzle
and fresh farm produce.
Everyone is welcome
to come along a grab a
bargain! It’s very close to
IHD at Pett street, Alawa.
For more information,
contact Mel Gellel on
0419 922 350.

HM Bark
Endeavour
The Larrakeyah Branch
of the National Trust NT
and the Historical Society
NT would like to invite
you to their sixth talk for
2015.
The presentation will be
held on Friday, 31 July
2015 at 6pm, with drinks
available from 5.30pm.
The guest speaker is
Orchard SomervilleCollie. Come along and
hear Orchard present
the talk about “a guided

tour of the HM Bark
Endeavour replica”.
Everyone is most
welcome to attend. The
venue is Burnett House,
4 Burnett Place, Myilly
Point, Larrakeyah. It will
cost $2 for members of
the National Trust or the
Historical Society, and $5
for non-members.
For any enquiries, please
telephone Julie on 8946
6835.

Get your LOLs at the Beachfront
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CDU student central

Lingiari Lecture

Do you require specific adjustments to enable you to study?
Discuss your circumstances with
the Disability Service (free and
confidential). We’d suggest you
get in early to obtain a Learning
Access Plan so that you are
well-prepared for the semester.
www.cdu.edu.au/equity-services/
disability-services

Against what he describes as a
“critical time in Aboriginal land
rights history”, renowned journalist, author and filmmaker Jeff
McMullen AM will deliver the
15th annual Vincent Lingiari Memorial Lecture at Charles Darwin
University on Thursday, 6 August
at 6.30 pm in the amphitheatre.
The event is free.

Super Tuesday Bike Count!
This year, the Super Tuesday Bike
Count will be held on Tuesday, 1
September during morning peak
hour.The count provides participating
councils with credible information to
assist in improving bike riding infrastructure and facilities in their area
so we can get more people cycling
more often.Registrations are now
open!
Visit the Super Tuesday website to
register: www.bicyclenetwork.com.au

Councelling job opportunity
A job opportunity at
Melaleuca Refugee Centre
with the counselling team
has become available.
The counsellor provides
assessments of the needs
of survivors of torture
and trauma, refugees
and asylum seekers;
specialist counselling;

other appropriate forms of
therapeutic intervention
and referrals to other
appropriate services.
The position will suit a
professional who can
demonstrate a thorough
understanding of the
impact of torture and
trauma on children and

Remote
Communities
Project Director

Part Time, Contract for 12
months with flexible hours.
Involves travel to remote
families; familiarity with
communities.
theories underpinning
We are looking for a
trauma and recovery;
person who has ties with
and experience working
the community to help us
therapeutically with
roll out our recycling in
traumatised populations.
communities.
The closing date is the 10
Please send resume to
August. For more details
nanderson@envirobank.
on how to apply, visit www.
com.au
melaleuca.org.au.

Lakeside Drive job
Lakeside
Drive
Community Garden will be looking
for an Administration and
Community Engagement
Officer in August. Keep
your eyes peeled for more
details. This role is 5

hours per week. Send all
expressions of interest to
ldcgarden@gmail.com. We
look forward to seeing any
interested individuals at the
garden at a Thursday afternoon working bee to enjoy
a rest on the amazing new
earth ship inspired seat!

Bus running late? The NT bus network have developed
a new web page which includes live- tracking of buses in
real time, and guides to all Darwin bus stops and routes.
Helpful for those days when you need to get to work on
time!
Head to the website to check it out: http://pub.ntgov-rtpi.
tims.net.au/bustrk/nt/nt.html
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